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NagaWorld Delivered A New Year To Remember
Cambodian star studded Annual Dazzling Ball Gala Dinner
Line up welcomes 2017
Phnom Penh, Cambodia, 1st January 2017 – NagaWorld welcomed the New Year with sensational
celebrations at its annual Dazzling Ball Gala Dinner at the Grand Ballroom with local stars delivering
knockout performances. Simultaneous parties were carried out in a 1920’s theme with live music, DJs and
dance acts entertaining throughout the night and across the property.
The Glitz and Glamour Annual Dazzling Ball started at 8pm with cocktails preceding a six-course menu
served throughout a full evening of star-studded entertainment. Popular emcees Mr. Chea Vannarith and
Ms. Sady hosted the night and announced the ensemble acts.
The opening routine was performed by NagaWorld’s Sexy Movers and DIP dancers with a Charleston
Dance (a popular dance of the 1920s). Behi band, a trio of ladies hailing from Mongolia, played a modern
jazz medley with their exotic instruments and a custom circus performance from the National Circus
School of Cambodia presented a jaw-dropping circus and acrobat show. Local comedy act Khat
Chamroeun Comedy Team delivered laugh out loud humour to an entertained crowd.
A-list stars took to the stage as the highly popular and talented Ms. Meas Soksophea, Mr. Heng Pitu, Ms.
Him Sivorn and Mr. Rin Savet delivered modern Khmer songs and classics, with unforgettable ensemble
renditions. The stars all joined together on stage just before the magical countdown to ring in 2017.
Pyrotechnics lit up the stage coinciding with a massive balloon drop as the clock struck midnight to a
delighted crowd.
After the jubilant scenes, local Plus Band played out the first few hours of 2017 to wrap up the night and
ensure a remarkable night of entertainment.
Darlin Darlin Club Lounge had guest DJ Peachy from Thailand as the star attraction, playing to a packed
room along NagaWorld acts. F-Club celebrated with a gold and black theme for its Great Gatsby night and
DJs and dancers completed a sensational party.
At the Lobby stage, several NagaWorld entertainers joined in for the festivities and combined for the
countdown.
This year NagaWorld invited guest emcee Mr. Vichhaileng to broadcast the countdown live on the large
outdoor screens of NagaWorld facing Hun Sen gardens for the public’s benefit, to end off a New Years to
remember.
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About NAGAWORLD®
Meet, feast, relax, party, and play at NagaWorld®, best non-stop entertainment capital.
Amidst the picturesque terrain of the Mekong and Tonle Sap River lies the vibrant landmark of Phnom
Penh. NagaWorld® is strategically sited in the capital city of Cambodia, a city rich in Khmer history.
According to legend, NagaWorld® derived its name from the mythical fable of a 7-headed snake or “Naga.”
The majestic snake was believed to be residing in the rivers and guarding the entrance to Phnom Penh.
The tale revealed its only sighting during the appearance of a rainbow and was thus considered highly
auspicious. Reminiscent of a pot of gold at the end of a rainbow, NagaWorld® was likened to a promising
symbol of new beginnings and prosperity.
NagaWorld® has attracted a broad range of guests from the free-spirited holiday maker seeking a
comfortable refuge, to the intrepid world traveller, to the entertainment connoisseur. NagaWorld®,
Phnom Penh is the first and best-in-class integrated Hotel, entertainment complex in fast-emerging
Cambodia, owned by a holding company – NagaCorp, listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. Consisting
of some 1 million square feet with over 711 Suites and Deluxe Rooms, an all-suite luxurious spa, shopping
gallery, 18 Food & Beverage outlets, extensive entertainment services and premium meeting spaces with
state-of-the-art facilities, and one of the country’s largest hotel convention spaces that accommodates
more than 1,000 delegates.
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